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ABSTRACT

Article history:

This paper presents numerical analysis studies to identify air flow distribution affected
by various blade distributor configurations in a swirling fluidized bed (SFB). The SFB is
in contrast with conventional that impart swirling motion to the particle. The study
focused on the effect of spiral blade distributor configuration whereby the effect of
various pitch length (60 mm, 80 mm and 100 mm) via various horizontal inclination
angle (0°, 12° and 15°). The simulation was applied to compute and evaluate the
performance results of velocity magnitude in an SFB. Moreover, the new types of the
annular spiral blade had less to reduce the power being wasted during the processes.
The numerical analysis with the parameter of horizontal blade inclination of 0° through
all pitch length configuration of spiral blade distributor has shown that the air flow in
SFB rise until 40 m/s. This condition is due to the air flow was very close to the SFB
entry space. The flow of air entering the area between the two blades is not much flow
disturbance.
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1. Introduction
Fluidization systems are widely used in the chemical industry as it increases solid mixing and also
rises the heat and mass transfer. Fluidized bed drying was the most successful approach and
normally, the fluidization system is suspended in hot air or stream [1]. Many studies have been made
on the fluidized bed to seen the effectiveness which involved with theoretical [2], experiment [3-4]
and simulation applications [5-7]. One of the recent application is a gas distributor. Ouyang and
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Levensplel is the first researcher to introduce the spiral distributor [8]. The gas distributor application
will induce a uniform and stable fluidization across the bed surface [9]. The main function of the
distributor is to distribute uniform fluidizing gas across a layer of the bed. The swirling fluidized bed
is one of the fluidization technology that used an annular blade distributor as shown in Figure 1. The
blade distributor arrangement is looked like as an array of turbine blade which provides swirling
motion inside the bed [10-11]. Compare to the current system, the swirling fluidized beds is fluidizing
medium enters the bed at an inclination to the horizontal directed. The swirling fluidized bed is an
outcome of studies carried out in order to overcome the disadvantages of the conventional fluidized
bed [11-12].
Though a number of bed operating with a similar technique are commercially available such as
the rotating and vortexing beds [13], they have not received their due share in terms publication [11].
The main objective of this study is to determine the characteristic of velocity distribution in a swirling
fluidized bed affected by various spiral blade distributor configuration in a plenum chamber.

Fig. 1. Annular blade distributor with a
conical center body

2. Methodology
2.1 Description of the SFB
Examination of the airflow distribution in an SFB was conducted using commercial CFD software
of FLUENT. The computation domain and grid generation were developed via GAMBIT. The two
parameters were changed to obtain the correlation between the spiral blade length and the blade
horizontal inclination angle as shown in Table 1. The air inlet was modeled as a velocity boundary
condition of 19.61 m/s (0.22 kg/s mass flow rate). The horizontal inclination has been selected based
on previous studies by [10-11,14].
The full scale model was created due to the previous study. The present study had to change the
type of annular blade into a spiral blade distributor which looked like a screw thread. The spiral blade
was been designed to cover in all plenum chamber area. The plenum chamber is 600 mm in height
while the 300 mm inner diameter. The blades are arrayed in an anti-clockwise direction with 0°, 12°
and 15° horizontal inclination and each blade are 1 mm thick. The angle degree of blade distributor
has been selected based on the previous study [11,15]. The result from the previous study has shown
that angle at 15° leads to high tangential velocity and high uniformly of velocity magnitude. The idea
of spiral blade distributor design has been proposed by previous researcher Dr. Mohd Faizal, from
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM). Further, the idea has been realized in these current
studies. Thus, to learn more details about the impact of the current design study focusing on pitch
length configuration, the value ratio of the diameter of the chamber to the one of the selected blade
distributor angle degree of 15° has been used. Starting from 100 mm of pitch length, the value ratio
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as explains above was been applied to see differentiation. Three pitch length was studied which were
60 mm, 80 mm and 100 mm as shown in Figure 2 below.
Table 1
Spiral blade distributor configuration in a swirling fluidized bed
Case

Cylinder Base Diameter
(mm)

Pitch Length
(mm)

Horizontal Inclination Angle
()

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

8

60
80
100
60
80
100
60
80
100

0

12

15

2.2 Numerical Model
Hence, the same condition setting as previous researchers [14] has been applied in this study.
The Tri: Pave Meshing Scheme was applied to the surface and it allowed GAMBIT to create a face
mesh consisting of irregular triangular mesh elements. The Tet/Hybrid parameter type that specifies
tetrahedral, hexahedral, pyramidal and wedge element were defined to the meshing algorithm.
Steady-state segregated implicit solver and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation
model, RNG k- model standard wall treatment were applied to simulate the turbulence flow in the
SFB [16]. To reduce numerical diffusion, a second-order upwind scheme was selected for the
discretization of the momentum equations [17]. The SIMPLE algorithm was then applied to solve the
pressure-velocity coupling algorithms. The mesh elements in the computation domain, as well as the
spiral blade distributor, is presented in Figure 3 below.

Fig. 2. Configuration of pitch length of spiral blade distributor in a swirling
fluidized bed. (a) 60 mm, (b) 80 mm and (c) 100 mm
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Fig. 3. Computational domain in CFD for
spiral blade distributor

The meshing assessment is still the same as the previous study and as the details are as follows
[14]. The mesh quality was be evaluated using the Equi Angle Skew (QEAS) criterion, which is lower
or equal to 0.2 for more than 95 % of the control volumes. From this evaluation, the mesh quality
could be considered satisfactory. In the FLUENT environment, the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS) turbulence equation of the (Re-Normalization Group) RNG methods based on model
transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (ε) which is RNG k-ε
model has been selected. This turbulence model is similar to the semi-empirical model namely the
standard k-ε model but has an additional term in its dissipation rate (ε) equation that significantly
improves the accuracy for rapidly strained flows [17]. Apart from this, it also provides an analytical
formula for turbulence Prandtl numbers and also the effect of swirl on turbulence [16].
2.3 Governing Equation
The governing equations [17] for the present study are 3-D momentum and continuity equations
in cylindrical coordinates system which were solved for Newtonian, incompressible fluid for in steady
flow.
2.3.1 Navier-stoke equation for steady flow case
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2.3.2 Continuity equation
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3. Results
3.1 Resultant Velocity Distribution
This section discusses the results obtained from the numerical analysis study. In this present
study, the only the velocity distribution of the system was studied. Data were extracted on a
horizontal plane, 32 mm above the SFB inlet and the location was being standardized for each
inclination angle according to the pitch length respectively.
3.1.1 The effect of spiral blade distributor on the velocity magnitude
Due to the axial entry plenum chamber with various pitch length configuration, the air flow was
deflected by the spiral blade distributor. The resultant velocity profile of various configurations is
shown in Figure 4 below. The air flow is rise higher to the bed wall. The same effect of centrifugal
force by the previous researcher [11] which at the outer of the cylinder base the air flow causes the
swirling and transfer the air into the mass to the wall plenum chamber. This phenomenon will occur
in accordance with the rules of physics where the centrifugal force will outward of the original axis
[18]. Moreover, the present study has not shown any uniformity occurred even the larger blade angle
has been applied on this study as was the case in the study that uses an annular blade distributor
[11],[14]. The results of this study agree upon a smaller blade angle will lead to higher jet velocity in
the horizontal direction as the previous study [11].
3.1.2 The effect of horizontal inclination angle on the velocity magnitude
Based on the previous study [11,15], the effect on velocity magnitude is proportional to the blade
angle, in which higher blade angles result in higher magnitudes. However, in the current study, the
result hasn’t shown up that phenomenon as shown in Figure 4 at 15° horizontal inclination degree.
All velocity magnitude just play around below than velocity of 30 m/s. This is due to the high velocity
entry and the trapezoidal area has a wide area for air through it. As Figure 4 above, the effect of 12°
degree inclination hasn’t shown the same trend as another angle. For example, pitch length at 80
mm the velocity has changed and experienced a fall at blade length of 0.025 m. This is because, when
the extreme vertical velocity of turbulence occurs shortly after the blade and this velocity slightly
affects the air velocity to become centrifuged. Moreover, when the opening area (trapezoidal)
between blades is greater than the centrifugal force becomes weak.
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Fig. 4. Velocity magnitude at 32 mm above of SFB inlet with
a various horizontal inclination (0°, 12° and 15°) through
the pitch length configuration

4. Conclusions
Numerical analysis is an effective method to understand the complex airflow phenomena in SFB
especially on velocity magnitude which has covered all three velocity components - axial, tangential
and radial. This velocity magnitude reflects the particular design of the spiral blade distributor
configuration that excellent mixing can be obtained. From the current arrangement, it was found
that distributor with 0° horizontal inclination via all pitch length configuration is the best considering
of air flow distribution. This configuration has shown the velocity rise up until 40 m/s. This condition
is due to the air flow was very close to the SFB entry space. The flow of air entering the area between
the two blades is not much flow disturbance.
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